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Advanced Rules
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How to read this document?

These "Advanced Rules" are an addition to the "Basic Rules" contained in the 
Discovery box.

As a reminder, the Basic Rules contain:

 - the rules for 3 simple games:

N° 1. Discovery Intro: start with a quick and simple game,

N° 2. Discovery Memory: an intense game of attention, memory and bluff,

N° 3. Discovery Explore: try out a simple game with points,

 - the basic definitions, options and clarifications.

We recommend that you first learn the Basic Rules before trying the games 
presented below.

The Advanced Rules contain:

 - the rules for 3 more advanced games with points:

N° 4. Discovery Select: take risks in a simultaneous game mode,

N° 5. Discovery Connect: a reflection and card placement game,

N° 6. Discovery Fusion: combine all the game mechanics.

 - additional definitions, options and clarifications.

Here is a comparison of all the games on offer:

*: recommended number of players, but all games can be played with 1 to 9 players.  
To play in solitairy mode or with 2 players, add 1 or 2 bots.

Game Points Players* Duration,
mins Complexity Attention, 

Memory
Analysis, 
Planning

Risk, 
Suspense

1. Intro 3-6 15
2. Memory 3-9 15
3. Explore 3-6 30
4. Select 3-9 15
5. Connect 3-6 60
6. Fusion 3-6 45
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A rich gaming universe with multiple games!

Discovery is a rich and evolving game in which you can, with the same cards:

• play different types of games, from the simplest to the most complex (for each 
game, the level of difficulty is indicated, from beginner to expert),

• enrich each game by adding one or more options,

• test different game configurations:

 - in solitary mode or with up to 9 players,

 - individually or in teams,

 - with bots (virtual players),

 - in competitive or collaborative mode.

The main principles common to all games are:

• prepare the deck by grouping the cards by era and distribute 5 cards, one by 
one, to the pool and to each player (first the era 1 cards, then era 2...)

• during your turn, you can normally place a single card. You can then place 
other cards, but only if you play in series or with a trump.

• you can only place a card if all its prerequisites have already been placed or 
it does not have any prerequisite,

• if you do not place any card during your turn (even if you could place one), 
you must draw a card (games without points) or discard a card (games with 
points),

• the game ends as soon as the stack is empty and a player empties his hand (if 
it was his turn, he can finish it).

• the winner is then, depending on the type of game:

 - games without points: the one who emptied his hand first,

 - games with points: the one has the most points.

All words in bold are defined terms. You will find their definitions, or 
some clarifications, where they are written in red. The complete list is in 
the glossary at the end.
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Game configurations   for all games

Here are some examples of configurations that you can try with different types of 
games, depending on the number of players:

• Solitaire: play alone against one or more bots,

• Collaborative: all the human players form a single team, and play against 
several bots (e.g. 2 humans against 2 bots),

• Duel: 2 players play against each other, and against 2 bots,

• Double: 4 players, with 2 teams of 2 players,

• Triple: 6 players, with 2 teams of 3 or 3 teams of 2.

• Mixed: some players play alone, others in teams.

Some tips for a good game balance:

• You can play from 1 to 9 players, but the ideal number is 3 ~ 6 for most games.

• If you are less than 3 players, add 1 or 2 bots.

• if you are more than 6 players, we recommend that you:

 - play Discovery Memory or Discovery Select (faster games), or

 - play any game with the Flash option (flexible game turns).

The game dynamics can vary considerably depending on the rules, options and 
game configurations you have chosen. Also, do not hesitate to test different 
combinations!

You can play with the Prehistory (eras 1 to 6) and Antiquity (eras 7 to 12) decks 
separately or combine the two together. If you are playing with the Antiquity deck 
only, consider that all cards from eras 1 to 6 have already been placed.

We will continue to develop Discovery, so you will be able to enrich your game by 
combining different decks (Prehistory, Antiquity, etc.) or trying new games modes.

But to do this, we need your help! Subscribe to our Newsletter, support us and 
share your comments with us by visiting our website:

www.discovery-game.com
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Options  for all games
• Trump+: trumps (previously called 'special actions') now offer more choices:

 - Replay,
 - Call,
 - Discard,
 - Exchange*,
 - Ask*,
 - Steal*,
 - Draw*,
 - Replace*: discard a card and then draw or steal one to replace it.

In all cases marked with a * you put the card thus obtained in your hand, and 
you can then replay (by placing this card or another).

• Bot+: he is more powerful than a simple bot. At the beginning of his turn, and 
again whenever he can replay, he starts, if he can, by placing a card from 
the pool or from a discard (including his own). If more than one card can thus 
be placed, he chooses the lowest (lowest era and lower order number). Then, 
whether or not he has thus placed a card, he plays by flipping the first card of 
his hand. If he empties his hand, he draws 2 cards (the other players still only 
draw one), flips them both, and can replay (or wins the game if the stack is 
empty) if he places at least one. For the rest, the bot+ plays like a simple bot.

• Flash: in this game mode there is no fixed turn order. Each time you place a 
card, you have 10 seconds to say "Bis" and the other players to say "Me". At 
the end of this 10 seconds period:
 - if you said "Bis" you must continue your turn (playing in series or with a 
trump),

 - if you did not say anything, it is up to the first person who said "Me" to play,
 - if no one said anything, it is up to your left-hand neighbour to play.
 - if the player who is supposed to play is not able to do so, he must draw 
(games without points) or discard and draw (games with points), and then 
finish his turn. It is then up to his left-hand neighbour to play.

• SOS: if you have not placed any card during your turn, you can say ‘SOS!’ to 
call a card (if you can place it, you do not earn any trumps nor points), and you 
then immediately end your turn.
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Options for games with points
These options can be used for all games with points. They are required for Discovery Connect. 

• Link bonus: when you place a card, you earn 1 bonus point for each link 
(family or prerequisite) it has with the cards that it touches.

• Free placement: the discovery tree is no longer organised by era. You can 
place a card anywhere provided that all its prerequisites have already been 
placed and that it borders (to touch by a side only) another card.

• Strata: you can place a card on top of another if the era of the latter is already 
closed or will be closed by the card you are placing.

61 Australopithecus

Lower Palaeolithic, -3.3 million years. First man-
made stone tools, obtained by striking pebbles

1 Pebble tool

1 Pebble tool
1 Gathering

3

Barter of shellfish, Solutrean, -28 000

Lower Palaeolithic. Exchange of goods  
between groups and individuals

2 Barter

5

Early stone age, from -4.3 to -1.7 million years. 
Genus of hominids, probable ancestor of the genus 

Homo

1 Australopithecus

41 Band

Since the dawn of time. Nomadic lifestyle, moving 
regularly in search of food and raw materials

1 Nomadism

11 Scavenging
1 Nomadism

Lower Palaeolithic, from -1.8 million to -200 000 years

2 Homo erectus

1

Lucy, Australopithecus woman,
harvesting fruits 

(-3.2 million years)

Since the dawn of time. Harvesting fruits  
and other plant products without prior planting

Gathering1

2

Since the dawn of time. Group of a few dozen 
individuals, often related, living together

1 Band

3

Since the dawn of time. Collecting meat
and fat from animal carcasses

1 Scavenging

22 Homo erectus

Lower Palaeolithic, -1.1 million.
Fire production for heating, cooking and lighting

2 Fire

the discovery tree with the free placement option

family link

prerequisite link
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Game N°4. Discovery Connect  game with points, advanced level

• Discovery Connect is based on Discovery Explore, with the link bonus, free 
placement and strata options. It's a slower game, requiring more reflection 
and planning.

• The discovery tree is no longer organised by era, you can place cards 
anywhere as long as the placing conditions are met.

• But the conditions for placing a card are more strict:

1. all its prerequisites have already present, or it has no prerequisites,

2. it borders a card already placed,

3. it has a link+ with each of the cards it borders,

4. if you place several cards during your turn, each new card that you place 
must border the last card that was placed.

For the rest, the rules and options are identical to those of Discovery Explore.

Definitions and Clarifications

• Touch: to touch by a side or by a corner.

• Border: to touch by a side only.

• Link+: to determine where you can place a card you, you look at all the links+ 

(strong and weak) it has, but only with the cards it borders. Then, to determine 
the link bonuses, you only look at the strong links with the cards that it 
touches (including by the corners). There are 4 types of links+:

 - strong links, provide 1 bonus point each:
 - family: both cards are from the same family,
 - prerequisite: one card is the prerequisite of the other,

 - weak links, which do not provide any bonuses:
 - era: both cards are from the same era,
 - sister: both cards have a prerequisite in common.
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Game N°5. Discovery Select  game with points, advanced level

• Discovery Select is based on Discovery Explore but is played in rounds, which 
accelerates the game and introduces an element of suspense and risk.

• Whoever plays first receives the token and is the leader for the first round.

• Each round goes as follows:

1. at the beginning of the round, everyone prepares discreetly his selection,

2. at the leader's signal, all players simultaneously reveal their selection by 
putting it on the table, cards facing up and towards oneself (see illustration),

3. everyone then plays in turn, starting with the leader,
4. if a player can not place a card, he passes his turn.

5. the round can continue in this way for several turns, each player getting 
several opportunities to play, until no one can place any card,

6. the round then ends, and each player discards the cards remaining in 
his selection,

7. everyone then draws, starting with the leader,
8. finally, the leader passes the token to his left-hand neighbour who will be 

the leader for the next round.

For the rest, the rules are identical to those of Discovery Explore.

Illustration: (zoom on your cards only)

your selection

your discard

your points
your hand

91 Homo habilis
1 Pebble tool

Lower Palaeolithic, -1.8 million. Bifacial stone tool 
chipped on both sides, giving it a sharp peripheral 

edge

1 Hand axe

6

2Spear

Russian Mesolithic fisherman armed  

with harpoons and a fish trap, -7 000

Middle Palaeolithic. Capture of aquatic animals  

(fish, crustaceans, molluscs) 3Fishing

81 Scavenging
1 Band

Bison hunt with spears, -100 000 years

Lower Palaeolithic, -1.8 million years. Watching, 

chasing or trapping animals to capture or kill them

1 Hunting

8

2Hide
2Barter

Middle Palaeolithic. Set of vegetable or animal fibres 

assembled in a long, flexible and resistant body 3Thread and rope

5

5

5

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Definitions → for Discovery Select
• Round: during a round all players play in turns and can potentially play several 

turns until there are no more cards to play. Players only draw at the end of 
the round.

• Token: any object used to designate the leader.
• Leader: the player who has the token, and who plays first during a round.

• Selection: at the beginning of each round, you prepare a selection of the 
cards you want to place during this round. You must select one, several or 
even all the cards in your hand. During the round you can only place cards 
from your selection, from another player's discard or from the pool. You can 
not add cards to your selection or place cards from your hand (except Jokers 
or using a Trump).

Options → for Discovery Select
• Bots: the bot does not have to make a selection, he plays as in Discovery 

Explore every time it is his turn. The bot can be a leader.
• Jokers: you can put them in your selection or place it directly from your hand.

Clarifications → for Discovery Select
• Discard: the cards in your selection are facing you and those in your discard 

are facing the centre of the table. At the end of the round, you rotate any card 
remaining in your selection to add them to your discard (see illustration).

• Trump: you must use them during your turn otherwise you lose them (even if 
you play another turn later in the same round).

• Pass: to pass is an action and can be stopped (if a player can place a card 
but decides to pass his turn, he will be deemed at fault if stopped).

• You can not call, steal or ask for a card in a selection.

• If a player has, in his selection, the prerequisite of a card of your selection, you 
must wait until he has first put his card before placing yours.
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Game N°6. Discovery Fusion game with points, advanced level

• Discovery Fusion is based on Discovery Explore, with the link bonuses and 
free placement options (but not strata). It also includes the pile and stop 
mechanisms presented in Discovery Memory.

• You can place a card on top of another (even if the latter's era is not closed), 
and so form several piles. 

• If someone stops one of your actions, 3 cases can occur:

 - Case 1: you verify, find and show all the required cards → the one who 
stopped you is at fault (see Discovery Explore).

 - Case 2: you don’t verify → you are deemed to be at fault.
 - Case 3: you verify but don’t find the required cards → you are at fault and 
in addition you pay an indemnity equal to the current area to the player who 
stopped you.

• We consider that you have found a card if you find the card in question or if you 
simply find another card that uses it as a prerequisite.

For the rest, the rules are identical to those of Discovery Explore.

Options →  for Discovery Fusion
• Deposit: when you are stopped, if you decide to verify in one or more piles, 

you must to set up a deposit in which you pay 1 point for each new pile that 
you look up. If you end up finding all the required cards, you get your deposit 
back. If not, or if you abandon your search, you pay the deposit to the bank.

• Bots: the bot always tries to place his cards on the spot giving most points. If 
several spots give the same number of points, he will choose the one on/near 
the lowest card. If he is stopped, his assistant checks all the piles. If the bot 
is at fault hd discards the card placed at fault (the one who stopped him is not 
rewarded, and the bot never pays indemnity).
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Glossary
The glossary refers to the page where definitions or clarifications are given.
The symbol § refers to the Basic Rules.

Action: § p3
Announce: § p3
Ask: § p3
Assistant: § p3
Border: p7
Bot: § p3, p9 and p10
Bot+: p5
Call: § p2 and § p4
Close: § p2
Collaborative: p4
Configuration: p4
Deposit: p9
Discard: § p2
Discovery tree: § p1
Discovery: § p1
Double: p4 
Draw: § p2 and § p4
Duel: p4 
Era: § p1
Exchange: § p2
Family: § p1
Fault: § p3 and § p4
Finalist: § p3
Flash: p5
Free placement: § p4
Joker: § p3
Leader: § p3
Leader: p7
Liberate p5
Link: § p2
Link+, strong and weak: p7

Lowest: p5
Mixed: p4 
Open: § p2
Option: § p1
Order number: § p1
Pass: § p2
Pile: § p3 and p9
Place: § p1
Prerequisites: § p1
Present : § p1
Replace: p5
Replay: § p2
Reserve: § p2
Round: p9
Selection: p9
Series: § p2
Series+: § p4
Solitary: p4 
SOS: p5 
Special action: see Trump
Steal: § p2
Stop: § p3 and § p4
Strata: § p4
Teams: § p3
Token: p9
Touch: p7
Triple: p4 
Trump: § p2
Trump+: p5 
Verify: § p3
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Thanks
I want to thank everyone who has helped and encouraged me for over a year to turn 
Discovery from a simple idea into a reality. First and foremost, I must thank and congratulate 
Benoît Clarys for this remarkable illustration work and for his valuable advice on the 
archaeological content of the game. It is really a project that we have done together. I would 
also like to thank Pierre Cattelain, scientific advisor for Discovery and scientific director 
of the Musée du Tout-Tout (BE), as well as Milène Monteiro Gomes who helped me with 
logistics and communication, Barbara Caudrelier for graphic design, and all my friends 
and loved ones who helped me, supported and tested the game, especially Gabriel Werlen 
and family, Giuseppe and Christiane Nastri, Lara Pienaar, Kees Bal & Renska, Paul-Emile 
Lacomblez, Arnaud Leclerc, Frédéric Lasnier, Julie Ragueneau, Katarina Kuuskoski, Jérémie 
de Saint Albin, Sébastien Keromen, Laura Mattana, Aline Desjonquères, Céline Verbrouck 
and family, Xavier Leclerc, Hughes Verbrouck and family, Louis Srygley, Anne Bazin, Nathalie 
Chidiak, Guillaume and Coralie de Demandolx, Sabine Reinhold, Laurent Caby and family, 
Bijan Court and family, Soraya Villard, Hélène Nguyen, Rie Fujisawa and Beth Schaeffer. I 
would also like to thank the Ulule team and all the other people who contributed to the Ulule 
project: Marina Quercigh, Mark Srygley, Stephen Alexander, Gérard and Hervé Lamarque, 
Patrick Sage, David Renault, Sylvain Chiellini, Philippe Meriem Mokrani Barnetche, Catherine 
Srygley, Alessandro Innocca, Nicolas Guitton, Jerome Texier, Denis Choulette, Thierry 
Njomgang, Vincent Bourdeau, Elisabeth Pouchous-Stolle, Jacqueline Samaha Haddad, 
Anne Rapp, Patricia Blottiere, Klaus Piotr Jorge, Vincent Hoppenot, Luis De Miguel, Vincent 
Beaud, Babu Bangaru, Isabelle Graduel, Gaëlle de Radiguès, James Srygley, Imad Mohsen, 
Cécile d'Haese, Lorenzo Marengo, Damien Blanc, Francesca Nastri, Nathalie Mura, Rodrick 
Carrasco, Adrien Fontanille, Stéphane Aubujeault, Bernard Audin, Bénédicte Machot, Anne 
Degano, Florian Ardouin, Jérôme Perrin, Julien Poillot, Laurence Briand, Malika Msellek, 
Gael Rougeux, Francois-Xavier Guillois, Marion Margerit, Juliette Trévidic, Iñaki Jose Zabala, 
Sophie Susplugas, Alia Bengana, Guillaume Verhaeghe, Céline Clarisse, Joerg Rickers, 
Céline Tastet, Jacques de Schryver, Bérénice Delcroix-Oger, Mark Rickard, Audrey Janin, 
Valerie Marchand Joly, Bérengère Guillard, Sylvain Ranoux, Monique Saels, Thierry Pfeiffer, 
Francois Holowenczak, Rodolphe de Soras, Jean-Pierre Fyot, Sanyas Florence, Murielle 
Huc, Arezki Boudaoud and Mais Najib. I join Benoît in thanking Lydia, who has been of great 
help, as well as all of the museums and other partners of Benoît who have commissioned 
many illustrations that have been included in the game, including: Casterman Éditions, 
Provinciaal Archeologisch Museum, Velzeke (BE), Archæology Baselland (CH), Fleurus 
Editions (FR), Kantonsarchäologie, Solothurn (CH), Cinquantenaire Museum, Brussels (BE), 
For Science, Paris (FR), Landesmuseum Württemberg, Stuttgart (DE), City of Prehistory, 
Aven-d'Orgnac (FR), Heos, Spy Interpretation Centre (BE), Regional Archaeological Museum 
of Orp-le-Grand (BE), Brussels Environment, Brussels (BE), National Museum of History and 
Art, Luxembourg (LUX), Gallo-Romeins Museum, Tongeren (BE), Royal Institute of Natural 
Sciences, Brussels (BE), House of Archeology, Dainville ( FR).
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Notes on historical content of the game

Discovery is an educational game that allows us to learn the main advances and 
discoveries of our history, and especially to understand the process of evolution 
from a logical point of view and not only chronological. We were therefore 
concerned about the quality of the historical and scientific content of the game, 
especially in the brief descriptions and illustrations of each card. That said, 
Discovery is above all a game, so we had to make some choices to ensure the 
interest and fluidity of the game. In particular:

• the word discovery is used in a very broad sense to refer to all the notable 
advances in our history;

• the proposed dates and descriptions should not make us forget that:

 - evolution is a process that advances in small steps, so there is not a clear 
moment in time where the Homo sapiens suddenly appears;

 - for each "discovery", the dates indicated generally reflect that of the oldest 
traces that have reached us, but it is very likely that the first beginnings are 
earlier;

 - on some issues the scientific community has not yet reached consensus;

 - some discoveries took place in different parts of the world on different dates, 
and in a different order,

 - archaeology is itself a science in constant evolution, and new discoveries 
regularly revise our theories;

• prerequisite relationships are in some cases intuitive without being supported 
by true scientific evidence, and in other cases are less so, but have been chosen 
to balance the game (including ensuring that each card has "successors" and 
preventing the possibility to "skip" an era);

• the beautiful illustrations made by Benoît Clarys, renowned artist in the world 
of archaeology, reflect the state of the art of each discovery, so usually at a 
later date than that shown in the description. The description therefore refers 
to the discovery, not the illustration.
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